
MONDAY
9:00 - 10:25 hatha flow - tara

11:00 - 12:00 gentle - tara

12:30 - 1:30 slow flow - denise

6:00 - 7:15 yin - michelle

TUESDAY
6:00 - 7:00 vinyasa flow - tara

7:10 - 8:00 gentle - denise

8:30 - 9:30 moderate flow - denise

10:00 - 11:30 gentle - denise

12:00 - 1:00 slow flow - marlene

6:00 - 7:15 vinyasa flow - tara

WEDNESDAY
7:30 - 8:30 gentle - chris

9:00 - 10:25 hatha flow - tara

11:00 - 12:00 gentle - tara
12:30 -1:45 heal and restore - saskia

6:00 - 7:15 vinyasa flow - marlene

THURSDAY
6:00 - 7:00 vinyasa flow - tara

7:10 - 8:00 gentle - marlene

8:30 - 9:30 moderate flow - marlene

10:00 - 11:30 gentle - marlene

12:00 - 1:00 slow flow - marlene

6:00 - 7:15 vinyasa flow - marlene

FRIDAY

9:00 - 10:25 hatha flow - tara

11:00 - 12:00 gentle - tara

12:30 - 1:30 slow flow - denise

5:30 - 6:30 vinyasa flow - saskia

SATURDAY
7:45 - 8:45 gentle - sofia

9:00 - 10:00 power flow - sofia

10:30 - 11:30 gentle flow - saskia

12:00 - 1:15 kundalini - mahan deva kaur

SUNDAY
9:00 - 10:00 power flow - crystal

10:30 - 11:30 gentle flow - crystal

12:00 - 1:15 yoga for healthy aging - chris

class descriptions

Hatha Flow
A balanced combination of sustained poses with
poses that flow in a mindful progression from
one to another, with attention given to
alignment and therapeutic principles.
Emphasis is placed on core strength, flexibility
and balance as well as concentration and
breath control. All levels
welcome, modifications are offered.

Gentle Flow
This soothing, therapeutic practice focuses on
moving slowly from pose to pose while using
the breath as a tool to remain present and
mindful and exploring the details of alignment.
All levels welcome, great for those needing to
restore the body and the mind.

Slow Flow
Relax your nervous system, deepen your
breath, and slow your mind in this class of
gentle, flowing poses that offer the flow of
vinyasa at a milder pace with more space to feel
into each posture. Perfect for those new to
yoga or those looking to deepen their practice.

Moderate Flow

This class pace is energetic yet comfortable
as we move through sequences that build
alignment in essential yoga poses. Slowly
awakening and warming the body, we move
into sequences investigating the connection
between breath, and movement. All levels
welcome, modifications offered.

Gentle

Open to all levels and recommended for
young and old, injured and athletic alike,
our soothing gentle classes focus on an
exploration of basic yoga poses and how to
connect them through attention to
breathing, alignment and mindfulness.
Therapeutic in nature, you will learn
techniques to help you gain flexibility while
immersing yourself in a relaxing class that
moves at a perfectly slower pace – allowing
ample time to enjoy each pose. Expect lots
of deep stretching and lingering in yummy
floor poses. Meditative and relaxing
techniques will also be introduced– perfect
for stress.

Vinyasa Flow
Awaken your strength, energy, and
flexibility in a fun atmosphere in a practice
where breathe is synchronized with
movement. Creative sequencing of the
asanas are often built around surya
namaskar (sun salutations) while focus on
alignment and breath bring an inner
aliveness to the body, mind, and spirit. All
levels welcome, modifications offered.



class descriptions

Power Flow
A dynamic and challenging form of yoga
that explores breath-synchronized
movements focusing on strength, flexibility,
balance, cardio, and physical and mental
stamina. For the experienced student who
listens to their body and would like to
explore their edges and cultivate endurance
in the body and mind.

Kundalini
Kundalini yoga is a combination of specific
kriyas and meditation aimed at raising the
kundalini energy. The practices also help
prepare the practitioner physically and
spiritually for the intensity of this energy.
Each kundalini class begins with a chant
and is followed up by a warmup for the
spine. The main part of the class is the
kriyas, which combine postures and
breathing techniques and end with a
meditation and chant.

Class Pricing:
$17 Drop-in

$75 Five classes
$140 Ten classes

Unlimited Class Pass:
$150 1 month

$360 3 months

Wherever you are on your
path, Shakti Yoga and our
instructors are comitted to
supporting you on your

journey of health and well-
being. We offer a diverse
selection of classes for

various levels of
practitioners.

SHAKTI YOGA
1114 white street

key west
(305) 587.4285

shaktikeywest.com


